SAP Ariba™ and Seal Software Better Together

The Challenge
When an enterprise makes a strategic investment in SAP Ariba, the Ariba Contract Management module is the default contract lifecycle management (CLM) system of choice. But procurement teams continue to struggle with contracts – or perhaps more accurately they struggle to find, understand and utilize the information and data contained within the contracts and associated documents.

The challenge is due to gaps in the technology and contract process that limit contract access, visibility, and trust in the available information. Teams are forced to manually review contracts or simply hope for the best by relying on CLM data that may be incomplete, inaccurate or out-of-date.

Common Gaps in the Procurement Contract Ecosystem

- Contracts in multiple repositories
- Legacy contracts not on-boarded
- Contracts stored as non-searchable PDF/image files
- Incomplete, inaccurate or out-of-date metadata
- Third-party paper
- Non-standard language and highly negotiated contracts

The Solution
Seal Contract Discovery and Analytics solution is designed to help procurement teams by improving the access, organization, and analysis of the data and clauses contained within the corpus of contracts and related documents.

Seal's Ecosystem Improvements that Help Procurement Professionals Do More, Faster

- Consolidate user access to all contracts & information
- Reduce user’s time to information by 80%
- Turn Contract Data into Business Value

The gaps in today’s contract ecosystem limit your ability to render business value from contract data and respond to negative events. Seal Contract Discovery and Analysis adds the intelligence necessary to close the gaps.

An AI-Powered Contract Intelligence Layer for SAP Ariba Solutions